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Bistability in Pulse Propagation in Networks of Excitatory and Inhibitory Populations
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We study the propagation of traveling solitary pulses in one-dimensional networks of excitatory and
inhibitory integrate-and-fire neurons. Slow pulses, during which inhibitory cells fire well before neigh-
boring excitatory cells, can propagate along the network at intermediate inhibition levels. At higher
levels, they destabilize via a Hopf bifurcation. There is a bistable parameter regime in which both fast
and slow pulses can propagate. Lurching pulses with spatiotemporal periodicity can propagate in regimes
for which continuous pulses do not exist.
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Theoretical work on pulse propagation has dealt mainly
with networks of purely excitatory neurons [1–4]. Such
networks exhibit only fast, epileptic pulses, with velocity
that cannot be slower than about 6 cm�s [1,5–7]. Experi-
mental studies, however, have emphasized the importance
of inhibition in shaping the form and velocity of the pulses
in cortical tissues and even preventing their propagation
[8–10]. Furthermore, recent experimental evidence shows
that with inhibition intact, certain types of stimulation lead
to the propagation of slow (,1 cm�s) pulses in normal
cortical tissues [11,12]. These pulses may account for the
generation of a subset of cortical rhythms during sleep.
Propagating neuronal activity takes part in shaping visual
receptive fields, and hence affects information processing
in the brain [13]. It is also important in communication in
some invertebrates, notably, the coelenterates [14].

The goal of this work is to explore theoretically the ef-
fects of inhibition on the form and velocity of propagating
pulses in networks of excitable cells [15], such as corti-
cal networks. Using a simplified version of the integrate-
and-fire neuronal model, we calculate exactly the velocity
and stability of propagating continuous traveling pulses.
We find two types of propagating pulses, which differ by
their velocities and by the delays between the firing times
of inhibitory and excitatory cells: (1) “Fast” pulses, which
are similar to the pulses observed with no inhibition. Dur-
ing such a pulse, an inhibitory cell fires after or slightly be-
fore its neighboring excitatory cells. (2) “Slow” pulses, in
which inhibitory cells lead considerably in firing, whereas
excitatory cells “push” the pulse from behind. As inhibi-
tion increases, there may be a crossover between the two
pulse types, or there may be a bistable regime, in which
both types of pulse can propagate and selection is made by
initial conditions. Moreover, if the excitatory-to-excitatory
synaptic connections are slow, a domain of parameters ex-
ists where these continuously propagating pulses do not
exist. Instead, discontinuous pulses with spatiotemporal
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periodicity propagate. These pulses were denoted “lurch-
ing pulses” [4,16]. This work is devoted to study propaga-
tion of neuronal activity into a silent regime. Propagation
of “phase waves” within an active region is described in
Ref. [17].

We consider a one-dimensional network of excitatory
(E) and inhibitory (I) neurons. Each neuron is described
by its membrane potential Va�x, t�, a � E, I , and its dy-
namics is governed by the integrate-and-fire scheme in the
excitable regime [3]

≠Va�x, t�
≠t

� 2
Va�x, t�

t0a

1 Isyn,Ea�x, t� 2 Isyn,Ia�x, t� .

(1)

Here t0a is the passive membrane time constant of the
neuron, and Isyn,ba is the synaptic current through which
the neurons are coupled. When the membrane potential
of a neuron V reaches a threshold VTa , the neuron fires
a spike, after which it is silent forever. In the following,
we denote by Ta�x� the time at which a neuron located at
x fires. The network architecture is shown in Fig. 1. The
synaptic current Isyn,ba is

Isyn,ba�x, t� � gba

Z `

2`
dx0 wba�x 2 x0�

3 aba�t 2 Tb�x0�� , (2)

where gba is the synaptic coupling strength from the b

population to the a population. A presynaptic spike
induces a postsynaptic current in the form aba�t� �
exp�2t�tsba� if t . 0 and 0 otherwise. The spatial
dependence of the synaptic strength on distance (“synaptic
footprint shape”) is given by wba�x� � �2sba�21 3

exp�2jxj�sba�.
In order to analyze the dynamics, we define the Green’s

function Gba�t� for t . 0 as dGba�dt � 2Gba�t0a 1

aba�t� and Gba�t , 0� � 0, and we obtain the following
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FIG. 1. Synaptic architecture of the model. The coupling
between cells decays with distance, with characteristic decay
lengths denoted by s’s; the first and second letters in the sub-
script denote the pre- and postsynaptic populations, respectively.

for t . 0: Gba�t� � t0a��t0a 2 tsba� �exp�2t�t0a� 2

exp�2t�tsba��. The integrated form of Eqs. (1) and (2) is
given by the two equations for a � E, I:

VTa �
X

b�E,I

sbgba

3
Z `

2`
dx0 wba�x0�Gba�Ta�x� 2 Tb�x 2 x0�� ,

(3)
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where sE � 1 and sI � 21. In addition, the neuronal
voltage should not exceed 1 before spiking: Va�x, t� ,

VTa for all t , Ta�x�. A necessary, but not sufficient,
condition for this is

dVa�x, T �x��
dt

. 0 . (4)

We consider a traveling pulse solution with velocity n, with
an inhibitory cell’s firing time lagging after the firing time
of the excitatory cell at the same position by z :

TE�x� �
x
n

, TI �x� �
x
n

1 z . (5)

Negative z means that an I cell fires before a neighboring
E cell. Substituting Eq. (5) in Eq. (3) yields

VTa � BEa 2 BIa , (6)

where

Bba � gba

Z `

0
dx wba�x 1 znsba�Gba

µ
x
n

∂
. (7)

We define sba � �sa 2 sb��2. Substituting the expres-
sions for Gba and wba in Eqs. (6) and (7), we obtain two
algebraic equations for n and z , for negative z
VTE � gEE
t0EnsEE
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VTI � gEI
t0InsEI

2�nt0I 1 sEI � �ntsEI 1 sEI �
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µ
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∂
2 gII

t0InsII

2�nt0I 1 sII � �ntsII 1 sII �
. (9)
Equations in a similar form are obtained for positive z .
Stability of the continuous pulses is calculated by fol-

lowing the growth rate of a small perturbation TE�x� �
x�n 1 uE�x�, TI �x� � x�n 1 z 1 uI �x�. Assuming that
the perturbation evolves as exp�lx�, we find that the con-
tinuous pulse is stable if all the solutions of the characteris-
tic equation det�A�l�� � 0 have negative real parts, where
the components of the 2 3 2 matrix A are

Aba � 2sbB0
ba�l� 1 �B0

Ea�0� 2 B0
Ia�0��dab , (10)

where

B0
ba�l� � gba exp�2lznsba�

3
Z `

0
dx wba�x 1 znsba�G0

ba

µ
x
n

∂
e2lx

(11)

and G0�t� � dG�t��dt. Note that l � 0 is always a solu-
tion of the characteristic equation because of the transla-
tion invariance. A pulse can lose stability at a saddle-node
bifurcation (SNB), where d�det�A�l����dljl�0 � 0, or at
a Hopf bifurcation (HB), where l � iv.
The dependence of n on gIE is shown in Figs. 2(a)–2(c)
for three values of gEI . At low gEI values, there is only one
stable branch of fast pulses, which terminates at a SNB. At
large gEI values, there is a crossover between fast pulses
and slow pulses as gIE increases. At intermediate gEI

values, bistability exists, and at intermediate gIE values,
both the fast pulse and the slow pulse can propagate. The
time difference z increases as n decreases, and therefore
the I cell time lead is larger for the slow pulse than for
the fast pulse. In order to illustrate the behavior of the
two types of pulses, we present, in Fig. 3(a), rastergrams
(neuronal firing times) obtained from simulating Eqs. (1)
and (2). The velocity of the faster pulse is larger than
the velocity of the slower pulse by an order of magnitude.
Whereas during the fast pulse (I), E cells fire before or
slightly after the I cells, E cells fire well after the I cells
during the slow pulse (II). This pulse can be viewed as a
front of I-cells’ spikes pushed from behind by the E-cells’
spikes; because each E cell receives strong inhibition from
neurons in front of it, the pulse propagates slowly.
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FIG. 2. (a)–(c): The velocity n (in units of 1�ms) of the
continuous pulse as a function of gIE for gEI � 14 (a),
gEI � 62 (b), and gEI � 30 (c). In (c), the value of z (in
units of ms) is also plotted. Solid lines denote stable pulses,
and dashed lines denote unstable pulses. There is another,
extremely unstable, branch with very small n and large,
positive z which is not shown. (d) Two-parameter (gEI -gIE)
bifurcation diagram. Saddle-node bifurcations are denoted by
a narrow solid line, and Hopf bifurcations are denoted by a
dashed line. Bistability exists in the shaded regime. For gEI
values smaller than the values on the wide solid line on the
left, pulses propagate only among excitatory cells, whereas
inhibitory cells remain silent. The parameters s’s and g’s are
measured in dimensionless units, VTE � VTI � 1. Parameters
are as follows: t0E � t0I � 30 ms, tsEE � tsEI � 2.5 ms,
tsIE � tsII � 8 ms, gEE � 12, sEE � 1, sIE � 0.9, sEI �
0.8, gII � 2, sII � 0.5.

The slow pulses lose stability at a HB, as shown in
Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). Whereas our theory cannot determine
what happens for gIE larger than its value at the HB, ex-
tensive numerical simulations indicate that no pulse can
propagate in that regime. This is in contrast to the effect
of synaptic delay in excitatory networks [4], in which the
destabilization due to a HB leads to discontinuous, lurch-
ing pulses. The bistable regime, in which both fast and
slow pulses can propagate, is denoted by shading in the
two-parameter diagram [Fig. 2(d)]. It is bounded by two
codimension-2 cusp bifurcations [18]. The cusp at low
gEI produces the slow pulse branch as a “ripple” on an un-
stable solution, and the cusp at high gEI connects the slow
and the fast branches.

Both the fast and slow pulses are continuous. Can pulses
with more complicated spatiotemporal form be obtained in
our model? We find such lurching pulse [4], with spatio-
temporal periodicity in the firing pattern, if the E-to-E
excitation is made slow, whereas all the other synapses
decay fast. A typical rastergram of a lurching pulse is
shown in Fig. 3(b); the parameter set is characterized by
a slow tsEE (50 ms). A group of E cells that fire in-
hibit other excitatory neurons through the neighboring in-
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FIG. 3. Rastergrams obtained by simulations of the neuronal
dynamics; firing times of excitatory cells are denoted by solid
circles, and firing times of inhibitory cells are denoted by open
squares. There are 50 neurons from each type within one unit
length, and spikes of only one out of every 10 neurons are
plotted. The pulses were initiated by initiating a pulse in a
group of neurons with x , 10 with n and z calculated from the
theory [in (a)] or as a “shock” for x , 0.5 [in (b)] [4]. Two types
of continuous pulses are shown in AI and AII for the different
initial conditions (note the difference in time scale), whereas
a lurching pulse is shown in (b). Parameters for (a) are as in
Fig. 2(c); gIE � 5.5. Parameters that are different in (b) are
as follows: tsEE � 50 ms, tsEI � 2 ms, tsIE � tsII � 5 ms,
gEE � 250, gIE � 21, sIE � 0.7, gEI � 20, gII � 17.

hibitory neurons, but the E-to-E excitation is prolonged
enough to recruit a new group of excitatory cells into the
pulse at a later time. Surprisingly, during a lurching pulse,
the firing time of the spikes is not a monotone function
of the spatial position [see Fig. 3(b)]. As the parameter
gIE increases, the system switches from a continuous to a
lurching pulse, although not through instability. Instead,
the continuous pulse ceases to exist because the voltages
VI �t, x� and VE�t, x� are larger than 1 for t , TI �x, t� and
t , TE�x, t�, respectively [19], Eq. (4) does not hold, and
a lurching pulse emerges. At even higher gIE values, no
pulse can propagate.

To conclude, our analysis of the existence, velocity,
and stability of continuous pulses in one-dimensional two-
population networks has revealed several unexpected re-
sults. (1) Slow pulses, during which inhibitory neurons fire
well before excitatory neurons, are observed. Such slow
pulses are not seen in neuronal networks with excitation
only [20–22], because the mechanism of their generation
requires leading inhibition. (2) These pulses can coexist
with fast pulses, during which the two cell types fire nearly
together. Such bistability has not been observed in models
of spatially extended one-dimensional excitable systems
with diffusive coupling [23–25]. (3) With slow E-to-E
excitation, lurching pulses are displayed in a regime where
continuous pulses do not exist. The slow pulses and the
bistability were found in cases of finite axonal delays,
and in networks in which the integrate-and-fire scheme
was replaced by the Morris-Lecar model, a version of a
conductance-based model [26]. Furthermore, slow pulses
with inhibitory cells leading in firing are observed even if
neurons are allowed to fire many spikes. We observed these
pulses in a conductance-based network model in which
4181
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excitatory cells and excitatory synaptic variables were rep-
resented by the scheme described in [1], and inhibitory
cells and inhibitory synaptic variables were represented by
the scheme described in [27]. The appearance of slow
pulses in several different models demonstrates the gen-
erality of this phenomenon.

Our theory yields two predictions that can be tested
in neurobiological experiments on cortical slices: (1) In-
hibitory cells fire well before excitatory cells during the
slow pulse. This prediction can be tested by dual record-
ing from neighboring excitatory and inhibitory cells during
experimentally induced slow pulses [11,12]. (2) There is a
sharp transition from a slow pulse to a fast pulse as inhibi-
tion is blocked. This prediction can be tested by measuring
the pulse velocity as inhibition is gradually blocked. Work
in this direction is in progress. Detailed description of the
calculations will be given elsewhere.
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